
Vocabulary
in Context

Lesson

pace
Pony Express riders 
rode at a fast pace in 
order to deliver mail as 
quickly as possible.

undoubtedly
Westbound travelers 
were undoubtedly 
glad to make it across 
the mountains alive.

seep
If a storm lasted 
awhile, rain could seep 
through protective 
clothes and hats.

evident
When it is evident, or 
obvious, that a wagon 
wheel is broken, it is 
repaired or replaced.

LANGUAGE DETECTIVE

Talk About the 
Writer's Words
A verb’s tense tells if 
something happened in 
the past, is happening 
now, or will happen in 
the future.  Work with 
a partner.  Find the 
Vocabulary words that 
are verbs.  Then say the 
sentence again with 
the verb in a different 
tense. 

1 2

3 4

Add new words to 
myWordList.  Use them 
in your speaking 
and writing.
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Lesson 21

factor
The weather was just 
one factor, or element, 
that determined the 
speed of a journey.

vain
These pioneers made 
a vain, or fruitless, 
attempt to cross the 
river. It was too deep.

mirages
Travelers could be 
fooled by mirages. 
It was a blow to learn 
these visions were false.

shuffl ed
The journey was tiring. 
Many walkers shuffl ed 
slowly along the trail 
after a few weeks.

salvation
A freshwater spring 
could be the salvation 
of thirsty travelers, 
saving their lives.

stunted
Only small, stunted 
trees can grow in the 
harsh desert conditions 
of the Southwest.

Study each Context Card.

Make up a new context sentence that uses 
two Vocabulary words.

5 6 7

8 9 10
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Read and 
Comprehend

TARGET STRATEGY

Visualize Use text details to help you visualize the action 
in the story.  Creating mental pictures of what is happening 
makes the story more vivid and interesting.

TARGET SKILL

Sequence of Events As you read “Tucket’s Travels,” 
look for words and phrases that help you determine the 
sequence of events.  For example, words such as first, 
last, until, before, and after can signal the order in which 
events happened.  Use a graphic organizer like this one to 
record events from the selection and to analyze how the 
scenes fi t together to provide the overall structure.

Event

Event

Event
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Weather on the American plains can be severe.  
Thunderstorms, wind, hail, lightning, extreme heat and 
cold, and pounding rain are just some of the hazards 
that people traveling in the region encounter.  

In “Tucket’s Travels,” set in the mid-1800s, you will 
read about a fi fteen-year-old boy and two younger 
children who are traveling through the region.  They 
are in danger because some men are hunting them, but 
a tremendous thunderstorm with hail and lightning 
changes their fate.  

PREVIEW THE TOPIC

Extreme Environments

Talk About It

What do you know about the types 
of extreme weather that can occur 
where you live?  What would you like 
to know?  Share your ideas with your 
classmates.  What did you learn from 
others?  Be sure to listen carefully to 
your classmates and ask any questions 
you may have about their ideas.
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Historical fiction is a story 
set in the past.  It contains 
characters, places, and events 
that actually existed or 
happened, or that could have 
existed or happened.  As you 
read, look for:

  a setting that was a real time 
and place in the past
  details that show the story 
took place in the past

MEET THE AUTHOR

Gary Paulsen
Gary Paulsen’s characters often 
rely on wilderness survival skills 
to survive tough situations.  
Paulsen sometimes recreates 
a scene, such as digging for water, in real life 
so that he can write about it from a fi rsthand 
perspective.  He has lived in many places, 
including the Alaskan wilderness and on a boat 
in California.

MEET THE ILLUSTRATOR

Bill Farnsworth
To create illustrations for a 
story, Bill Farnsworth travels to 
its location, takes photographs, 
and sketches.  Then he’s ready to 
paint.  He says, "My goal is to give 
the viewer a sense of what the main character in 
the story is feeling, so you can imagine yourself 
actually there!” 

GENRE
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ESSENTIAL QUESTION

What does it mean to 
have good instincts?

by Gary Paulsen
selection illustrated by Bill Farnsworth
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If there was one thing Francis Tucket knew with certainty it was 
that death was close to taking them.

Dawn was coming and here he was, a fifteen-year-old boy in charge 
of two children, walking across a sunbeaten, airless plain that seemed 
to be endless.  Francis, Lottie and Billy had no food or water or any 
immediate hope of getting any, and at any moment a dozen or two of 
the dirt-meanest men Francis had ever seen in a world full of mean men 
could come riding up on them and . . .  

He didn’t finish the thought.  There was no need.  Besides, in 
surviving Indian fights, blizzards, battles and thieves, he had learned the 
primary rule about danger.  It would come if it would come.  You could 
try to be ready for it, you could plan on it, you could even expect it, but 
it would come when it wanted to come.

Lottie and Billy understood this rule too.  He had found them 
sitting in a wagon on the prairie all alone.  Their father had died of 
cholera (KAHL ur uh) and their wagon train had abandoned the family, 
afraid of disease.  Lottie had been nine then, Billy six.  Francis hadn’t 
thought he and the children would stay together long—after all, he had 
to keep searching for his own family.  He’d been separated from them 
a year before, when Pawnees had kidnapped him from the wagon train 
on the Oregon Trail.  But Francis and Lottie and Billy—well, they were 
used to each other.  They stuck together.  Unlike Francis and Jason 
Grimes, the one-armed mountain man.

Jason Grimes had rescued Francis from the Pawnees and taught 
him how to survive in the West on his own.  Then they’d parted ways.

Until last night.  Last night when Grimes had helped them 
to escape from the Comancheros (koh mahn CHEH rohs).  The 
Comancheros were an outlaw band, ruthless, terrifying, inhumanly 
tough.  To escape, Grimes had had to take the packhorses Francis and 
Lottie and Billy had been riding and lead them off empty, hoping the 
Comancheros would follow his tracks westward while the three children 
headed north on foot in the dark of night.  
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It was a decent plan—it was their only plan—and it seemed to 
be working.  As Francis and the two children had moved north in 
the dark, they had seen the Comancheros ride past them after Mr. 
Grimes, tracking the horses.  The Comancheros had missed the 
footprints of the children, partly because it was hard to see them 
and partly because Francis made Lottie and Billy walk in each 
other’s footprints.  He came last, brushing out the trail with a piece 
of mesquite behind him.  

But luck was the major factor in the plan.  If the Comancheros 
caught Grimes or even got within sight of him they’d know that 
Francis and the children weren’t with him.  They’d turn and come 
back for the children.  Children meant real money because they 
could be sold or traded into slavery.

Francis knew that brushing out the tracks would only work in 
the pitch dark of night.  In daylight the brush marks themselves 
would be easy to follow.
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“I’m tired.”  Billy stopped suddenly.  “I think we’ve gone  
far enough.”

Francis frowned.  When Francis had first met Billy, the boy 
wouldn’t say a word.  And now he’d gone from never talking at all  
to complaining.

“If they catch us they’ll skin you,” warned Lottie.  “Now keep 
walking.  If we don’t keep moving they’ll be on us like dogs, won’t 
they, Francis?  On us just like dogs . . .”
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ANALYZE THE TEXT

Sequence of Events What steps do Francis and 
the children take to escape the Comancheros during 
the night?  What is happening now that it is day?

Lottie loved to talk, would talk all the time if she had the chance, 
seemed to have been talking since Francis had found her in that 
wagon.  Lottie would explain every little detail of every little part of 
every little thing she was talking about so that not a single aspect of it 
was missed, and she sometimes drove Francis over the edge.  Now, as 
Billy started moving again, Francis picked up the pace, pushed them 
as hard as they could stand it and then harder, and Lottie didn’t have 
breath left to speak.

Dawn brought the sun and the sun brought heat.  Francis and the 
children were bareheaded and the sun quickly went to work on them.  
Billy wanted to complain, especially as the morning progressed and 
there was no water and the sun rose higher and became hotter, but 
Francis drove them until Billy began to weave.  Then Francis picked 
Billy up and carried him piggyback, mile after mile, then yard after 
yard, and finally, step after step.
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Lottie saw it first.
“There,” she said.  “See the spot?”
Francis was near dead with exhaustion.  He had hardly slept at all for 

the two nights before and had been used roughly by the Comancheros in 
the bargain.  He was close to the breaking point as he said, “What spot?”

“There.  No, more to the right.  On the horizon.  It’s trees.  I’m 
sure of it.  A stand of trees.”

They had seen many mirages—images of trees and water that 
were not there.  But Francis looked where she was pointing and saw it 
instantly.  He stopped and set Billy down.  The boy was asleep, and he 
collapsed in a heap, still sleeping.  “You’re right!  Trees.  And trees  
mean water.”

He turned and studied the horizon.  He hadn’t been able to look up 
when carrying Billy and he was shocked now to see a plume of dust off 
to the west and south.  It was at least fifteen miles away, against some 
hills in the distance.  It was so far away that it seemed tiny, but Francis 
knew it was probably caused by riders, many riders.
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Lottie saw him staring.
“Could it be buffalo?”  She watched the dust.  “A small herd?”
Not here, Francis thought.  Not here in this dust and heat with no 

grass and no water.  Buffalo wouldn’t be that stupid.  “Sure.  It’s buffalo.”
“You’re lying.”  She sighed.  “I can tell when you’re lying to me, 

Francis Tucket.  It’s them, isn’t it?”
Francis said nothing but his mind was racing.  So the riders were 

heading back eastward.  But why would they be coming back so soon?  
Had they caught Grimes already?  If so they’d be looking for the 
children.  Or had they given up the chase or just seen Grimes and found 
that he was alone and turned back, still looking for the children?  They 
might miss the tracks . . .

He knew this was a vain hope.  There hadn’t been a breath of wind 
to blow the dust over the brush marks he’d left, and undoubtedly they 
had men who were good trackers, men who were alive because they 
could track mice over rocks.  So the Comancheros would find them and  
then . . .  and then . . .
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He looked to the trees, which were about two miles away.  He 
could carry Billy there.  They could get to the trees in time.  Then 
what?  The riders would keep coming back until they came to the place 
where Francis and the children had turned off, about nine miles back.  
They would see the marks and turn and start north.  Nine miles.  The 
horses would be tired but they would make ten miles an hour.  They 
had to ride maybe twenty miles back to the turn and then nine or ten 
miles north after the children.  He let the figures work through his tired 
brain.  Maybe four hours but more likely three.  The riders would be on 
them in three hours.  

Francis and Billy and Lottie would need an hour to make the trees 
and then . . .  and then nothing.  

It would all just happen later.  They’d get him and take the children 
and nothing would have changed except that a few horses would be very 
tired and he, Francis, would be dead.  

And as for what would happen to Lottie and Billy—his heart grew 
cold.  But there was something else back there, more than just the 
plume of dust.  There was a cloud.  At first it was low on the horizon 
and showed only as a gray line, so low that Francis almost didn’t see it.  
But it was growing rapidly, the wind bringing it from the west, and as it 
grew and rose he could see that it was the top edge of a thunderhead.

It didn’t look like salvation, not at first.  He had seen plenty of 
prairie thunderheads but as he watched it he realized two things.

One, it was growing rapidly, roaring along on the high winds, 
coming toward them at a much faster rate than the horses of the 
Comancheros.  Two, it would bring rain.
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ANALYZE THE TEXT

Author's Word Choice What vivid verbs 
and adjectives does the author use to show 
the terrible circumstances these characters 
are in?

Rain that would ease their thirst and cool their burning bodies 
and, far more important, rain that might wipe out their tracks, erase 
everything they had left behind them.

Still, it was a race, and nothing was sure.  The clouds had to keep 
coming to beat the horsemen to where the children’s tracks turned 
north.  And it had to rain.  

If the clouds turned off or didn’t beat the Comancheros or didn’t 
leave rain, then distance was all the children had.  They needed to get to 
the trees and build some kind of defense.  

Francis picked up Billy, who was still sound asleep and seemed to 
weigh a ton.  He set off at a shambling walk, abandoning the tedious 
brushing in their race to get to the trees.  Lottie shuffled ahead, 
carrying Francis’s bag.  She was wearing a ragged shift so dirty it 
seemed to be made of earth.  Her yellow hair was full of dust.  Francis 
wore buckskins, but the children only had what was left of their original 
clothing and what they’d managed to pick up along the way.

We’re a sight, Francis thought.  A ragtag mob of a sight.  
He looked at the trees and they didn’t seem any closer.  
He looked at the cloud and it was still building, though it seemed to 

be heading off slightly to the south.
He looked at the dust plume and it was still moving on the same 

line eastward, getting ready to cross their trail.
He looked back to the trees and thought, I would absolutely kill for 

that old mule we had.  But the mule had been taken by the Comancheros.
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ANALYZE THE TEXT

Figurative Language A metaphor is a description that 
compares one thing to another thing without using like or as. 
What metaphor does the author use on this page to describe 
the sound of the wind?  Explain the metaphor’s meaning.

They reached the trees just as the edge of the clouds caught up 
with them.  

“Ten more feet and I would have died,” Lottie whispered, and 
sank to the ground.

Francis dropped Billy like a stone—the boy fell without 
awakening—and studied their location.  It was a meandering dry 
streambed with a row of stunted but leafy cottonwoods on each side.  
There were also stands of salt cedar, thick and green, and while no 
water was evident the streambed seemed moist.  Francis knew there 
was water beneath the surface or the trees would have been dead.

“Lottie, scoop a hole there, at the base of that rock.”
“You want to start digging, why don’t you just go ahead?  I have 

more important things to do than scrape at the old ground.”
“Water.”  Francis was so dry he croaked.  “Dig down and let it 

seep in.”
“Oh.  Well, why didn’t you say so?”  Lottie knelt by the rock and 

started digging in the loose sand with her hands.  When she was down 
two feet, she yelped.

“Here it is!  Just like you said, coming in from the sides.  Oh, 
Francis, it’s so clear, come see.”  She scooped some up and drank it.  
“Sweet as sugar.  Come, try it.” 

Francis knelt and cupped his hand and drank and thought he had 
never tasted anything so good.  But he stopped before he was full.

The wind was picking up now, blowing hard enough to lift dust 
and even sand, and he could no longer see the dust from the riders.  
The wind was blowing at the coming thunderheads and he smiled 
because even if it didn’t rain there was a good chance the wind would 
fill in and destroy their tracks.  

By now the thunderhead was over them, dark, so huge it covered 
the whole sky, and the wind had increased to a scream.  
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“Over here!”  Francis yelled to Lottie.  “Beneath this ledge.”  
Incredibly, Billy was still asleep.  Francis grabbed the boy and shook 
him until his eyes opened.  “Get over by that rock ledge.  Everything is 
going to break loose—” 

A bolt of lightning hit so close Francis felt it ripple his hair, so close 
the thunder seemed to happen in the same split instant, and with it the 
sky opened and water fell on them so hard it almost drove Francis to 
his knees.  He had never seen such rain.  There seemed to be no space 
between the drops; it roared down, poured down in sheets, in buckets.  
Francis couldn’t yell, couldn’t think, couldn’t breathe.  He held Billy by 
the shirt and dragged him in beneath the ledge that formed the edge of 
the streambed, away from the trees and out of the wind.

Lottie was there already and they huddled under the overhang just 
as the clouds cracked again and hail the size of Francis’s fist pounded 
down.  One hailstone glanced off the side of his head and nearly 
knocked him out. 

“Move in more,” he yelled over the roar of the storm.  “Farther 
back—move!” 

He pushed against Billy, who slammed into Lottie.  They were 
already up against the clay bank beneath the ledge and could not go 
farther in.  Francis’s legs and rear were still out in the hail and took 
a fearful beating.  He doubled his legs up but even so the pain was 
excruciating and though the large hailstones quickly gave way to smaller 
ones, his legs were immediately stiff and sore.

The streambed filled in the heavy downpour.  Luckily they were 
near the upstream portion of the storm and so avoided the possibility of 
a flash flood—which would have gouged them out of the overhang and 
taken them downstream to drown.  As it was, the water came into the 
pocket beneath them and turned the dirt to mud and soon they were 
sitting in a waist-deep hole of thick mud and water.  And just as soon, in 
minutes, the rain had stopped, the clouds had scudded away and the sun 
was out, cooking the mud dry.
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Aching, Francis pulled himself into the sun.  The children 
crawled after.  Water still ran in the stream but was receding quickly.  
The hot sun felt good, and Francis wanted to take his buckskin shirt 
off to hang.  But he knew that if he didn’t keep wearing it the shirt 
would dry as stiff as a board.

He straightened slowly, working the pain out of his legs.  He 
looked to the west and smiled.  

There would be no tracks after that.
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Dig Deeper

Sequence of Events

Writers of historical fiction often structure their plots as a 
sequence of events.  They present the events in chronological 
order, or time order.  This structure helps clarify the relationships 
between events.  One event leads to another, and excitement builds 
until the story reaches its conclusion.

To indicate the sequence of events, authors may use signal words 
and phrases such as last night, then, now, and later.  Look back at 
page 644.  In the sentence “They reached the trees just as the edge 
of the clouds caught up with them,” the phrase just as tells you that 
the two events happened at the same time.

As you track the sequence of events, keep in mind that this story 
contains a flashback.  Which part of the text interrupts the story’s 
main action to describe events that happened at an earlier time?  
How does this scene affect the story’s structure?

Use these pages to learn about Sequence of Events, Figurative 
Language, and Author’s Word Choice. Then read “Tucket’s Travels” 
again to apply what you learned.

Event

Event

Event

BE A READING DETECTIVE

Use Clues to Analyze the Text
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Author’s Word Choice

To make readers feel and see the 
action of a story, authors rely on 
powerful, vivid words.  These 
kinds of words paint a picture for 
readers of what is happening.  Look 
back at page 647.  Instead of saying 
that the rain fell down, the author 
uses the verb roared.  This choice of 
verb helps readers visualize a 
powerful storm and imagine the 
sound of the rain.  

Figurative Language

One type of figurative language 
used by writers is metaphor.  
A metaphor compares two unlike 
things, showing how they are 
similar in some way.  Metaphors do 
not use the word like or as.  
Instead, metaphors say that one 
thing is another.  For example, “The 
plane was a graceful silver bird 
overhead” describes an airplane by 
comparing it to a bird.
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Turn
Talk
and

Desert TreesBoth

Your Turn
RETURN TO THE ESSENTIAL QUESTION

COMPARE STORY SETTINGS

Use a Venn Diagram In the story, the action 
takes place in two settings—a desert-like plain 
and a small stand of trees.  With a partner, 
complete a Venn diagram that compares and 
contrasts these two settings.  Look for details 
in the story that describe the physical features, 
the dangers, and the advantages of each 
setting.  Share your diagram with the class.

Classroom 
Conversation

Continue discussing “Tucket’s Travels” 
by using text evidence to explain your 
answers to these questions: 

1  Why wasn’t Francis entirely 
comfortable with the plan to 
evade the Comancheros? 

2  Was Billy truly aware of the 
danger that they were in? 
Why or why not? 

3  What roles did skill and luck play 
in the outcome of the story?

Review the selection 
with a partner to 
prepare to discuss this 

question: What does it mean to 
have good instincts?  As you 
review the story, discuss words 
and phrases that help explain 
what kinds of instincts Francis 
has about safety and danger. 
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Performance Task

WRITE ABOUT READING

Response As event follows event in “Tucket’s Travels,” 
readers wonder what will happen next and whether the 
characters will solve their conflict.  Write a paragraph in 
which you explain how the events build on one another 
until the moment the storm clouds burst and the footprints 
are washed away.  Be sure to include quotations and other 
evidence from the text that show how the author leads to 
this climax and resolution.

Writing Tip

Before you write, complete a story map to 
help you remember the events in the story. 
Review your draft to decide whether you 
need to expand, combine, or shorten 
sentences to clarify your ideas for your 
readers.
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Characteristics of Technical 
Text A technical text includes 
facts and domain-specific words 
and phrases that provide readers 
with a deeper understanding of 
the topic.  A technical text might 
also include detailed diagrams 
that illustrate important 
concepts. 

Technical texts explain a 
process, procedure, or job in 
detail.

TTTTTTTEEEEEEEEEEEECCCCCCCCCCHHHHHHHHHHHHNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNIIIIIIIIICCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALLLL TTTTTTTEEEEEEEECCCCCCCCHHHHHHHHNNNNNNNNIIIIIIIICCCCCCCCAAAAAAAALLLLLLLL TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTEEEEEEEEXXXXXXXXTTTTTEEEEEEEEXXXXXXXXTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

What’s the weather like where you are? 
Sunny and warm?  Snowy and cold?  Is a 
storm predicted?  Have you thought about 
the weather at all today?

Meteorologists, or scientists who study 
weather, always think about the weather. 
They also observe, measure, and record its 
changing patterns.  Their goal is to better 
predict what the weather will be, especially 
when storms are about to strike.

by  Laura Townsendb LL T d

TEXT FOCUS

GENRE
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When predicting weather, 
scientists study air masses.  An 
air mass is a large body of air 
with the same properties, such 
as temperature, air pressure, and 
water vapor. 

A colder air mass doesn’t mix 
well with a warmer air mass, and 
that can cause stormy weather! 
Cold air is heavier than warm air, 
so it pushes underneath a warm air 
mass.  When warm air moves into a 
cold air mass, however, the opposite 
action occurs.  Warm air is lighter, 
so it rises above the cold air. 

Changes in the weather occur 
because air masses are always on 
the move.  The area where two air 
masses meet is known as a front. 
When a warm air mass is moving 
into an area, it’s called a warm 
front.  When a cold air mass moves 
in, that area is called a cold front.  

Scientists also study air 
pressure to predict the weather.  
Air pressure is the weight of air 
pressing down on you.  High air 
pressure causes the weather to stay 
calm, but if air pressure begins to 
drop, watch out—this can lead to 
really wild weather!

Warm Front: Warm air is lighter,
 so it lifts above a cold air mass.

KEY

warm air cold air

What Causes  Weather?

Cold Front: Because cold air is heavier, 
a cold front pushes a warm air mass 
upward.
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Hurricanes affect the weather in the United States each year. 
Beginning as tropical disturbances, some storms continue to gain 
force and size.  Once their wind speeds reach 74 miles per hour, the 
huge, rotating storms are officially labeled hurricanes. 

A hurricane forms over warm ocean waters.  Its winds begin 
to circle around an area of low air pressure, creating clouds and 
thunderstorms.  More warm, wet air gets pulled upward, causing 
the storm to become larger and stronger.  Wind speeds build, air 
pressure drops, and the storm keeps strengthening because of the 
warm, wet air feeding it.  Eventually, a dangerous hurricane is 
born.

Pushed ahead of a hurricane, the ocean’s surface may rise up 
to 33 feet higher.  These storm surges can be as wide as 100 miles 
and can smash into shorelines like bulldozers.  If a hurricane 
comes ashore, it brings heavy rain, flooding, and powerful winds, 
causing damage to property and harm to people and animals. 

A hurricane may be as wide as 300 miles.  It can travel 
thousands of miles and last for more than a week.  Once it reaches 
cooler seas or moves across land, however, the hurricane loses its 
energy source.  As a result, it begins to weaken.

What Causes Hurricanes?

Storm clouds can 
reach eight miles into 
the atmosphere.

Over the warm ocean, a hurricane gains strength 
because it pulls in huge amounts of water vapor.

The hurricane’s fastest winds 
spiral around the eye wall. 
The air inside the eye is calm.

A Look at a Hurricane
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What Causes Thunderstorms?
About 45,000 thunderstorms occur around the world every 

day, bringing rain, wind, lightning, thunder, and sometimes hail. 
These powerful storms develop when air masses of different 
temperatures come together.

Thunderstorms begin to form as warm, humid air rises rapidly. 
Then a cold front or strong winds push under the warmer air 
mass.  As the rising air begins to cool, clouds take shape, heavy 
with water droplets and even ice crystals.  Strong winds blow both 
upward and downward within the cloud.  Finally, rain begins to 
fall, pulling cool air down with it.  Strong electric charges build up 
at the bottom of the cloud, causing lightning and thunder.

While violent, these powerful storms
are usually over within about an hour. 
Because the rain and cooler air prevent 
warm air from continuing to rise into 
the clouds, most thunderstorms will 
move away quickly.

When extremely strong 
thunderstorms occur, meteorologists 
become concerned about the possibility 
of another severe weather event—a 
tornado.  Tornadoes form in less than 
one percent of all thunderstorms, 
but when they hit, they can destroy 
everything in their path.

Large amounts of warm air are pushed upward, 
forming a thundercloud.  These upward 
movements of air, called updrafts, can reach 
speeds of 62 miles per hour.
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As meteorologists continue to learn about weather patterns, 
they will be able to more accurately predict the paths that storms 
may take.  This means less chance of loss of life and property. 
With better forecasting, people have more time to prepare,
so wild weather doesn’t have to be so scary!

What Causes 
Tornadoes?

A violent, twisting column of 
air racing across the plains may 
be exciting to see in a movie, but 
few people want to see one in real 
life.  Some tornadoes generate the 
fastest winds on Earth.  Their wind 
speeds may reach over 300 miles 
per hour.

Tornadoes form when winds 
spin a funnel, or column of air, at 
the base of a storm cloud.  Rapidly 
rising air in the funnel pulls 
warm, humid air into  it.  The fast-
spinning air creates an area of low 
air pressure in the funnel’s center.  Due to the low pressure, air on 
the ground continues to rush into the funnel and to join the cloud 
above.  The swirling funnel begins to lengthen. If conditions are 
right, the funnel touches down, and the tornado begins to move 
along the ground.

These violent storms typically have narrow paths of 
destruction; nevertheless, their routes may cover many miles. 
Tornadoes are more difficult to predict than other storms. 
However, with advanced weather tracking, meteorologists are 
now better able to warn people and give them time to take cover.

Sudden changes in wind direction and 
speed create a violently spinning funnel 
that may become a dangerous tornado.

warm air

cool air

spinning 
funnel cloud
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Compare Texts

TEXT TO WORLD 

Present Information With a partner, use a combination of 
resources to research how to survive extreme weather events 
such as hurricanes or tornados.  From your research, create a 
safety brochure with information, supply lists, and helpful 
illustrations.  Then present your brochure to a group.

TEXT TO SELF

Write About Weather The selections in this lesson describe 
extreme weather conditions.  Think of a time when you 
experienced extreme weather, such as a storm or a heat 
wave.  Describe in a few paragraphs how it affected you or 
others around you.  Explain what you or others did to adapt 
to the conditions.  

TEXT TO TEXT

Compare Protective Instincts Think about Francis in “Tucket's 
Travels“ and Travis in “Old Yeller” (Lesson 7).  In what similar 
ways do the two characters confront challenges and help the 
children for whom they feel responsible?  With a partner, 
review both selections and compare and contrast the characters.  
Use the characters’ actions to draw inferences about protecting 
children in dangerous situations.  Be sure to support your ideas 
with quotations and text evidence.
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Grammar

Try This! Rewrite each sentence below on a sheet of paper.  
Use the correct form of be or have shown in 

parentheses.

 1 Francis (is, are) a skilled tracker.

2 He (has, have) survived battles and blizzards.

3 (Are, Is) you familiar with his story?

4 Lottie and Billy (is, are) the children in his care.

They (has, have) no one else to look out for them.

Correct Uses of the Verbs Be and Have  The verbs be and have 
can be used as main verbs or helping verbs.  As you have learned, 
a verb and its subject must agree in number.  Be and have are 
irregular verbs. You must change the forms of the verbs be and 
have in special ways to achieve subject-verb agreement.

 Subject Form of be Form of have

 Present Past Present Past

Singular Subjects: 
I am was have had 
You are were have had 
He, She, It (or singular noun) is was has had

Plural Subjects: 
We are were have had 
You are were have had 
They (or plural noun) are were have had

Multimedia  
Grammar Glossary
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As you revise your editorial this week, pay special attention to the 
verbs in your sentences.  Look for inappropriate shifts in verb 
tenses and correct them.

Remember to use the correct forms of be and have.  When 
you write, make sure you keep the verb tenses consistent so your 
paragraphs make sense.

The thunderstorm has frightened 
the children, and they have 
taken shelter.

The thunderstorm has frightened 
the children, and they took 
shelter.

Shifting Tenses Consistent Tenses

Connect Grammar to Writing



Interactive LessonsInteractive Lessons

However,

With our help, 

All we need is a chance to be heard.

.

.

It is true that our school has a good plan 

for severe weather, but  that does not mean 

it’s the best we can do. Students have many 

good ideas to share, and  the school could be 

a  safer place.

Revised Draft

Writing Checklist

Did I introduce the 
topic clearly and 
state my opinion?
Does my writing 
show that I have 
strong feelings 
about the topic?

 Evidence 
Did I support my 
reasons with facts and 
details? 

 Organization
Did I order my reasons 
logically? 

 Elaboration
Did I use precise words? 
Did I use transitions 
effectively to link 
opinions and reasons?

 Conventions 
Did I use correct 
spelling, grammar, and 
punctuation?

Writing Narratives:
Introduction

Writing Narratives:
Sensory WordsOpinion Writing 

 An editorial is a type of persuasive writing that 
includes a writer’s opinion about a current issue or news story.  An 
editorial with a strong voice causes readers to feel, think, or act in 
a certain way.  A good editorial will also have a clear topic and an 
opinion that is supported by logically ordered reasons.

Dan drafted an editorial for his school newspaper about the 
school’s severe weather plan.  Then he added transitions to link 
opinions and ideas more effectively.

Purpose

Purpose
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Reading as a Writer In my final paper, I used transitions to link 
my opinions and reasons.  
I also checked to see that 
I had used be and have 
correctly.

Be Prepared
by Dan Morse

A change in weather can catch people by surprise.  When 

weather becomes dangerous, it is important to be prepared.  

Our school has severe-weather drills to practice what to do in an 

emergency.  These drills are good, but I think we could do more to 

be prepared and to keep everyone safe.

We are young people, but we can still have good ideas about 

weather safety.  I think each class should have a time when 

students can share ideas.  We might say that drills should happen 

more often or that every class should elect a weather-safety expert.    

Students could also share ideas about how teachers might help 

students after severe weather hits.  If the building is damaged, 

students want to know what to expect.  Will we all go to a safe 

place in the building?  How will we get home?  Knowing what to 

expect might make us feel less afraid.  

It is true that our school has a good plan for severe weather.  

However, that does not mean it’s the best we can do.  Students 

have many good ideas to share.  With our help, the school could 

be a safer place.  All we need is a chance to be heard.  

What transitions did the 
writer use to link his opinions 
and reasons?  Where in your 
writing can you connect ideas 
more clearly?

Final Copy 
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